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a b s t r a c t

The segmentation of Drosophila is a prime model to study spatial patterning during embryogenesis. The
spatial expression of segment polarity genes results from a complex network of interacting proteins
whose expression products are maintained after successful segmentation. This prompted us to investi-
gate the stability and robustness of this process using a dynamical model for the segmentation network
based on Boolean states. The model consists of intra-cellular as well as inter-cellular interactions between
adjacent cells in one spatial dimension. We quantify the robustness of the dynamical segmentation pro-
cess by a systematic analysis of mutations. Our starting point consists in a previous Boolean model for
Drosophila segmentation. We define mathematically the notion of dynamical robustness and show that
the proposed model exhibits limited robustness in gene expression under perturbations. We applied in
Please cite this article in press as: Stoll, G., et al., Stabilizing patterning in the Drosophila segment polarity network by selecting models in silico.
BioSystems (2010), doi:10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014

silico evolution (mutation and selection) and discover two classes of modified gene networks that have a
more robust spatial expression pattern. We verified that the enhanced robustness of the two new models
is maintained in differential equations models. By comparing the predicted model with experiments on
mutated flies, we then discuss the two types of enhanced models. Drosophila patterning can be explained
by modelling the underlying network of interacting genes. Here we demonstrate that simple dynamical
considerations and in silico evolution can enhance the model to robustly express the expected pattern,
helping to elucidate the role of further interactions.

© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

. Background

The embryonic development in the fruit fly Drosophila
elanogaster has given tremendous insight into the signaling
athways and interactions involved in morphogenesis and body
atterning (Ingham and McMahon, 2001; Sanson, 2001; Hatini and
iNardo, 2001; Sanchez and Thieffry, 2003; Jaeger et al., 2004;
obayashi et al., 2003). To understand such phenomena, spatial

inter-cellular) and temporal expression patterns of the genes and
roteins involved also need to be taken into account, adding a fur-
her layer of complexity to models of cell autonomous signaling
athways.

∗ Corresponding author at: Institut Curie, 26 rue d’Ulm, Paris F-75248, France.
∗∗ Corresponding author at: Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB), 1015 Lausanne,
witzerland. Tel.: +41 21 6931621; fax: +41 21 6931621.

E-mail addresses: gautier.stoll@curie.fr (G. Stoll), Mirko.Bischofberger@epfl.ch
M. Bischofberger), Jacques.Rougemont@epfl.ch (J. Rougemont), Felix.Naef@epfl.ch
F. Naef).

Studying the development of the Drosophila embryo has helped 32

to understand how signaling and transcription networks can pat- 33

tern the syncytial blastoderm prior to cellularization, and how this 34

pre-patterning then leads to the formation of segments. The gene 35

networks involved in the sequential steps of the patterning pro- 36

cess have been studied extensively: the expression of gap genes 37

occurs first and establishes morphogen gradients that encode infor- 38

mation about the anterior–posterior axis (Jaeger et al., 2004). This 39

activates the pair rule genes which divide the embryo into pairs 40

of segments (Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, 1980), a process 41

that occurs as the cells are formed (Carroll, 1990). These genes in 42

turn regulate the segment polarity network (DiNardo and O’Farrell, 43

1987) for anterior–posterior patterning within each parasegment. 44

Since segment polarity is completed after less than 10 h, these pro- 45

cesses involve mainly transient expression and silencing of gene 46

products. However, the genes do reach stable expression patterns 47

compare to biochemical reactions time scales (van den Heuvel et al., 48

1993). It is therefore interesting to study what mechanisms produce 49

sufficiently stable and patterned expression levels. 50

The segment polarity genes interact through a well-studied net- 51

work: the main genes involved are wingless (WG) and engrailed 52
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Fig. 1. Relation between expression of segment polarity genes and symmetry breaking. The issue of differentiated expression of segment polarity genes is related to a
symmetry breaking problem in this model: the segment polarity genes are expressed differently inside a region where pair rule genes expression is constant. The model
chosen in this work consists of four cells (with a periodic condition, i.e. cell 1 next to cell 4), each pair belonging to a region of constant expression of pair rule genes (identical
in cells 1, 2 and in cells 3, 4). Therefore the expression of pair rule genes has a symmetry axis (in green). The differential expression of segment polarity genes breaks this
symmetry.

(EN). Their expression produces the stable pattern necessary for the53

normal embryonic development (van den Heuvel et al., 1993). The54

segment polarity network consists of six main genes, plus a pair rule55

gene sloppy pair (SLP), whose expression starts before and essen-56

tially acts as a trigger that pre-patterns the segments, though with a57

higher symmetry than the final segment polarity patterning (Fig. 1).58

The network is not a simple cascade but contains several feedback59

loops. Therefore, the spatio-temporal evolution is difficult to grasp60

intuitively and a mathematical model can be useful. Most modeling61

approaches (von Dassow et al., 2000; Ingolia and Murray, 2004) to62

the segment polarity network involve differential equations rep-63

resenting mass-action kinetics and Michaelis-Menten processes.64

Although such models rely often on parameters that are not acces-65

sible to experimentation, they were successfully applied to explain66

oscillations (Barkai and Leibler, 2000) question stability properties67

(Becskei and Serrano, 2000) or reproduce mutant phenotypes (Chen68

et al., 2004). In fact the parameter space in such models can be small69

enough to make theoretical predictions possible (von Dassow et al.,70

2000; Ingolia and Murray, 2004).71

As an alternative, dynamical evolution can be modeled as72

Boolean update rules (Sanchez and Thieffry, 2003; Li et al., 2004;73

Thomas and Kaufman, 2001). Such models are not based on74

biophysical principles, but have the advantage of keeping the75

number of unknown parameters within manageable limits. These76

approaches are particularly suitable in the common situation when77

the exact biochemical process is not known with sufficient details,78

because Boolean logic describes gene expression in a language close79

to that used by experimentalists in cell biology (active/inactive80

states).81

One consequence of patterning is that gene expression patterns82

are refined as the embryo progresses through the different stages83

of development. For example, during the transition from the pair84

rule to the segment polarity patterning, the symmetry axis through85

the middle of each parasegment is lost (Fig. 1). Our main goal86

below is to study how the genetic network can robustly establish87

and maintain this spatial expression pattern. We investigate this88

problem using existing Boolean models (Albert and Othmer, 2003)89

which we simulate in the presence of fluctuations following (Stoll90

et al., 2006). Using ad hoc mathematical definitions of robustness,91

we systematically assess which network modifications contribute92

most to stabilizing or destabilizing the wild-type patterning. While 93

the original working model has suboptimal robust patterning, we 94

find minimal modifications to the network that can significantly 95

improve the robustness of the correctly patterned state in the pres- 96

ence of cellular fluctuations. 97

2. Results and Discussion 98

2.1. The Initial Boolean Model Does Not Lead to Dynamically 99

Robust Patterning 100

Using our previous stochastic approach (see Section 4) we sim- 101

ulated the segment polarity network from (Albert and Othmer, 102

2003). These authors computed the stable states of the synchro- 103

nized Boolean dynamics analytically (without noise) and found 104

not only the expected biological final states, but also lethal gene 105

expression patterns reminiscent of known mutants, e.g. the broad 106

type pattern. In addition the size of the basins of attraction for the 107

wild-type fixed point was estimated and interpreted as measure of 108

stability of the patterning process. 109

We further investigated the stability properties of the attractor 110

states in this model by introducing noise in the simulation allow- 111

ing occasional random flips of the states of the genes. The noise 112

strength (“node flipping probability” or NFP = 0.005) is such that 113

the ∼20% of the trajectories from the initial condition in (Albert 114

and Othmer, 2003) will reach the final state without perturbation. 115

Using the simulated trajectories to sample the stationary state we 116

compute the distribution of Hamming distances d(H) to the tar- 117

get wild-type pattern. This distribution is concentrated around a 118

non-zero value (Fig. 2, black curve), meaning that the system has a Q3 119

large probability to be in a state with abnormal patterning, namely 120

the “broad type” pattern which is an attractor for the noise free 121

model (Albert and Othmer, 2003). Moreover the probability of the 122

wild-type pattern (zero Hamming distance) is negligible. We there- 123

fore conclude that although the correct wild-type pattern is a fixed 124

point of the dynamics, it is rather unstable against small stochastic 125

perturbations. 126

A possible reason for the lack of robustness against noise lies 127

within the network topology itself: in the two rightmost cells of 128

the parasegment, SLP induces WG but blocks EN, while in the two 129

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014
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Fig. 2. Hamming distance distribution for different mutations. The Hamming dis-
tance distribution compares the biological wild-type final state to the stationary
state of the Boolean dynamics. Each color curve is associated with a mutated network
model with one new connection constructed in silico that increases the probability
that the Hamming distance is small. “Wt” means the wild-type original model, the
newly added connections are given explicitly, with the following convention: “→”
and “-|” are intra-cellular the cell, “–|” is a connection between adjacent cells. The
high peak of the “Wt” model corresponds to the “broad type” final state (see Fig.
3), in which no patterning of segment polarity occurs. For mutated models, the
Hamming distance distribution has one central peak (“no stripe” state, see Fig. 3)
corresponding to a state with no segmentation and two other peaks corresponding
t
s

fi130

a131

o132

c133

i134

In the remainder we simulate gain and loss of function muta- 135

tions to seek a modified, robust model of body patterning, i.e. 136

exhibiting a highly probable small Hamming distance to the 137

wild-type patterning at steady-state. Issues related to (transient) 138

trajectories the patterned state will be discussed later. 139

2.2. In Silico Analysis Proposes Stabilizing Interactions 140

One way to explain the lack of robustness of the above model is 141

that it may still be incompletely characterized experimentally. All 142

connections included so far in the model are based on biochemical 143

evidence, and may not be exhaustive yet. We attempted to probe 144

whether other connections could stabilize the symmetry break- 145

ing event. Given the complex regulatory functions integrating the 146

signals at each node in the network, an exhaustive study of every 147

possible new connection is beyond our means. We thus resorted to 148

a greedy approach: (a) we generated all models with one additional 149

connection compared to the network in Fig. 4; (b) we selected the 150

best models; (c) we iterated the procedure. The score used for selec- 151

tion was the probability P(H ≤ 4) of observing a Hamming distance 152

to the wild-type state smaller than 4 (see Section 4). This value of 4 153

represents one mismatch per cell (see Section 4 for the reason why 154

the model has 4 cells) and we have checked that our conclusions 155

do not depend much on this choice. 156

The greedy procedure resulted in the tree shown in Fig. 5. Here 157

we only considered biochemically realistic connections, namely 158

transcriptional regulation (a protein links to a mRNA) or post- 159

transcriptional (a protein links to another protein) type. Our first 160

observation was that two new connections, HH–|en and CIA-|EN 161

(see caption of Fig. 2 for the difference between –| and -|) already 162

improved the stability of the wild-type patterning, with the prob- 163

F
p
t
t

o the desired final state of patterning and its symmetrical complement. Note: the
cale starts at d = 0 (leftmost points correspond to d = 0).

rst cells EN is activated by WG from adjacent cells, the latter being
ctivated through SLP (Fig. 3). Therefore, the “broad type” state can
Please cite this article in press as: Stoll, G., et al., Stabilizing patterning in the Drosophila segment polarity network by selecting models in silico.
BioSystems (2010), doi:10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014

ccur with a high probability. In order to stabilize the “biologically
orrect” fixed point, WG and EN should be subject to (direct or
ndirect) self-inhibition from neighboring cells.

ability P(H ≤ 4) being closed to its theoretical maximum of 1/2 164

(the value of 1/2 is due to the wild-type patterning being non- 165

symmetric, the symmetric version of this state shares the same 166

ig. 3. Simplified representation of network models and their main final states. The top part is a fusion of a part of the network of Fig. 4 and the one-dimensional model of
atterning from Fig. 1. The bottom part represents the Boolean final states, each line being a gene and each column a cell. The left state is the broad type (lethal) pattern and
he center state is the biological one; the right state (“no stripe”) corresponds to expression of mutated Drosophila, when wg, en or hh is blocked. It is easy to understand why
he right state appears naturally with a high probability.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014
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F t panel illustrates the network of segment polarity genes that is identical in all four cells,
w refer to protein and mRNA respectively. The right panel shows the detailed logic applied
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also be controlled, which can be achieved by the new repression HH 180

-| CIA. The other main branch of the tree contains the new link CIA 181

-| EN and refines the activation of CIA. In that case, CIA -| EN has a 182

similar action as HH -| EN but acts intra-cellularly instead of across 183

the membrane, through an indirect induction HH → CIA (Fig. 3). 184

Our results thus suggest new connections that were not found in 185

most of recent models based on differential equations (von Dassow 186

et al., 2000; Ingolia and Murray, 2004; Ma et al., 2006), except by 187
ig. 4. Boolean model of segment polarity genes (Albert and Othmer, 2003). The lef
ith intra-cellular and inter-cellular connections. Upper case and lower case names

or updating gene expression in a discrete time Boolean model.

robability). Therefore, we can conclude that the model proposed
y Albert et al. based on observed connections is nearly complete.

t should be noticed that our approach cannot predict the biochem-
cal mechanism behind the new connections. It is not excluded that
hese new regulations occur through intermediate genes.

It is interesting to understand the mechanism induced by the
ew hypothetical connections. Referring to previous remarks and
o Fig. 3, the network needs to block, or at least control, the direct
Please cite this article in press as: Stoll, G., et al., Stabilizing patterning in the Drosophila segment polarity network by selecting models in silico.
BioSystems (2010), doi:10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014

nd indirect inter-cellular connections between EN and WG. The
ost straightforward solution is to introduce a blocking connec-

ion (typed -|) between cells: HH -| EN (or possibly HH -| FZ) as
ound in the left branch of Fig. 5. This possibility, shown in Fig. 6, is
owever not sufficient. Namely the activation of WG by CIA should

ig. 5. Tree obtained from the greedy evolutionary algorithm. Each point represents
network of interacting genes. These models were chosen among perturbations

hat increase the probability of having a small Hamming distance between station-
ry state and wild-type pattern (see Fig. 2), represented by the y-axis. The new
onnections are given explicitly, with the same convention as in Fig. 2. Two main
ranches can be observed, the left one has a new inter-cellular connection and the
ight one only has new intra-cellular connections. The top of the highest branch pro-
ose the new connections CIA → CIA and CI-|CIA. These two links essentially refine
he Boolean description of both the expression of CIA and the influence of CI onto
IA.

Dayarian et al. (2009). This recent work also suggests the positive 188

feedback of WG, and the connection CIA-| EN. This is likely due to 189

a different formulation of the problem: in these studies, a model is 190

robust if it produces the proper trajectory starting from an initial 191

condition that already has the correct EN and WG patterning. In 192

contrast we require that the wild-type patterning remains globally 193

stable, i.e. for any state reachable by perturbation, the system has a 194

high probability of returning to the wild-type patterning. In other 195

words, we test a more global robustness property than Albert et 196

al. (see Fig. 7). It could be argued that a pathway is missing in our 197

model, namely the feedback on SLP (EN -| SLP -| EN) as in Ingolia 198

and Murray (2004). However, if this was necessary to obtain the 199

right pattern, our analysis would have selected the effective loop 200

EN → en, because EN -| SLP -| EN results in a positive feedback on 201

EN protein expression, that can be replaced by EN → en → EN. 202

2.3. Proposed Connections Are Model Independent 203

While useful for rapidly exploring modified connectivities, the 204

Boolean approach remains a highly simplified approximation of 205

the microscopic reality. Therefore, it is useful to test the results 206

obtained above with a more detailed dynamical model to deter- 207

mine if our theoretical predictions prevail. In von Dassow et al. 208

(2000), Ingolia and Murray (2004), and Ma et al. (2006), differential 209

equation models were developed to study the same biological net- 210

work. In these studies the authors defined the level of robustness 211

as the percentage of parameter values for which the correct pattern 212

is reached from an initially patterned WG and EN expression. 213

For optimal comparison we use the model of von Dassow et al. 214

(2000) rather than that of Ingolia and Murray (2004) because the 215

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014
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ig. 6. Models of hypothetical connections with inter-cellular HH-|en. The network
nal state (big red arrow). Along with the new inter-cellular link, the model requir
ed (inhibiting) arrows.

atter did not allow SLP to have a fixed expression as it is involved
n the positive feedback loop EN-|SLP-|EN (although the link EN-
SLP has been observed; Kobayashi et al., 2003), our approach to
obustness does not seem to require it (cf. above). In order to test if
he connections identified through the Boolean approach also lead
o a consistent phenotype in the ODE models, we slightly mod-
fied the model in von Dassow et al. (2000) using the Java tool
http://rusty.fhl.washington.edu/ingeneue/) to reflect the model
tudied here (Fig. 4 and Albert and Othmer, 2003). Specifically we
odified the topology to consider four consecutive cells with peri-

dic boundaries, as in Fig. 1. Secondly we considered SLP expression
s fixed.
Please cite this article in press as: Stoll, G., et al., Stabilizing patterning in t
BioSystems (2010), doi:10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014

Using the same measure of robustness as in von Dassow et
l. (2000), we found that the connections identified through the
oolean approach (Figs. 6 and 8) also increased the robustness of
he differential equation model albeit with different quantitative

ig. 7. Schematic representation of final states stability as a potential energy land-
cape; x-axis represent the abstract position of states, the y-axis the associate
otential energy. Such representation is often used to illustrate the notion of dynam-

cal symmetry breaking: a dynamical system having a given symmetry, but with
on-symmetric stable states. The dashed green axis reflects the symmetry of the
ene expression network and SLP expression. The red arrows represent the lethal
road type patterning and the green the biological non-symmetric patterning. The
ffect of new connections is simply to enhance the probability of correct patterning
ompared to the broad type one.
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252

253

254

255

256
ent polarity genes is increased with the new connections that stabilize the desired
other new intra-cellular connection among the three possibilities represented by

changes (Table 1). The main difference is that the positive feed-
back WG → wg is necessary in a differential equation approach
(as in other ODE models; von Dassow et al., 2000; Ingolia and
Murray, 2004) whereas WG → wg is one possibility for increas-
ing robustness of the Boolean model. This is likely due to the
difference in the detailed description of WG activation: in the
Boolean approach, its mRNA expression is itself subject to pos-
itive feedback (see the logical expression of wg in Fig. 4). In
summary, the main new connections proposed by our Boolean
approach induce a consistent change when implemented in ODE
based models, indicating that they reflect relevant topological
changes.

2.4. Trajectories to Robust Patterning

So far we focused on the stability of the final patterning, as a
steady-state property. Therefore our criteria for robustness did not
depend on the initial condition of the dynamics and we ignored
the trajectory leading to the wild-type patterning. As expected, the
symmetrical version of the patterning (symmetry according to the
axis of Fig. 1) has exactly the same stability properties as the original
pattern (Fig. 2).

Even though we do not expect trajectories in Boolean models to
accurately reflect temporal sequences of biochemical events (bet-
ter descriptions are provided by finer dynamical models such as
ODE models), we used these Boolean trajectories to study how the
final state is reached form the initial state (as defined by Albert and
he Drosophila segment polarity network by selecting models in silico.

Othmer, 2003) and thereafter maintained. For this, we compute the 257

distribution of the number of Boolean steps (1) leading from the 258

initial pattern (described in Albert and Othmer, 2003) to the final 259

pattern, and (2) from the final pattern back to itself. Figs. 9 and 10 260

Table 1

Robustness analysis applied to a one-dimensional ordinary differential equation Q4
(ODE) model of segment polarity genes: the connections are the same than
those in the Boolean model (Fig. 4) but the dynamics is simulated using the
modelling tool developed in von Dassow et al. (2000). The measure of
robustness is identical to that in von Dassow et al. (2000), i.e. the probability
(in %) reaching the correct patterning for random values of unknown rate
parameters. The hypothetical new connections, like those in Figs. 6 and 8,
enhance the robustness, with the maximal robustness for the model with
three added connections. Note that ODE models require the positive feedback
loop WG → wg.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014
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Fig. 8. Models with hypothetical intra-cellular connections. Similar to Fig. 6, but without any new inter-cellular connection (green arrows are activating, red are inhibiting).

Fig. 9. Probability distribution for the number of Boolean steps (using noisy updates,
c
s
p

i261

F262

b263

i264

F
w
t

• For the wild-type model, the trajectory from initial to final state 265

typically takes six steps, as expected from the deterministic 266

dynamics. Comparing with Fig. 2, we conclude that after the sys- 267

tem has left the deterministic trajectory, it almost never comes 268

back. Therefore, after a sufficiently long time, the noise will irre- 269

versibly drive the system towards the broad type pattern. 270

• For models with added (HH-|en) and (WG → wg) interactions, the 271

step distribution is almost identical to the wild-type, except for 272

the slightly lower probability that reaching the final patterning 273

would take more than 12 steps. The main change is seen in Fig. 2: 274

the wild-type pattern stability is higher (when compare to wild- 275

type pattern stability in the wild-type model). This indicates that 276

these models have the capability of returning to the wild-type 277

patterning even under random perturbation of gene expressions. 278

• For models with added CIA-|EN and (HH-|en, CIA-|HH), the deter- 279

ministic trajectory is completely lost. In the second model, the 280

wild-type itself is not a stable state of the deterministic dynamics. 281

In such cases, the noise itself drives the system towards the wild- 282

type patterning (in the second case, the system oscillates around 283

this patterning, as illustrated in Fig. 2 with a higher probability of 284

Hamming distance 2 than 1). 285

• For the model with new (CIA-|EN, CIA → CIA), the deterministic 286
f. Section 4) taken from the initial segment polarity genes expression to wild-type
table patterning, colors correspond to models in Fig. 2. The value at step 13 is the
robability that the number of steps is larger than 12.

llustrate these two distributions, with a NFP of 0.005 as before.
Please cite this article in press as: Stoll, G., et al., Stabilizing patterning in the Drosophila segment polarity network by selecting models in silico.
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rom these two figures and Fig. 2, we can interpret the dynamical
ehavior of the time trajectories producing the wild-type pattern-

ng in the different models:

ig. 10. Probability distribution of return times (in number of Boolean steps) to the
ild-type patterning; colors correspond to models in Fig. 2. The value at step 13 is

he probability that the number of steps is larger than 12.

trajectory is shorter and the wild-type patterning is stable under 287

noise. 288

Accordingly, the model with (CIA-|EN, CIA → CIA) has the best 289

performance, though it is obtained by adding one connection to an 290

unfavorable model (CIA-|EN). Nevertheless, the interpretation of 291

trajectories from synchronized Boolean dynamics should be taken 292

with care: this is why we prefer to concentrate on the stability prop- 293

erties of such models at steady-state. The detailed investigation of 294

trajectories should be more reliable with continuous models such 295

as stochastic differential equations. 296

2.5. Comparison With Phenotypes in Mutants Helps to Segregate 297

Between Enhanced Models 298

Here we analyze model predictions for networks that corre- 299

spond to studied mutants which interfere with segment polarity 300

(Tabata et al., 1992; DiNardo et al., 1988; Hidalgo and Ingham, 301

1990). For instance, it was shown that removal of hh, wg or en 302

impairs segmentation. Albert et al. implemented these mutations 303

in their model and noticed that the fixed point corresponded to the 304

“no stripe” phenotype (Fig. 3). The effect of the three mutants on 305

the Hamming distance in our enhanced model is shown in Fig. 11. 306

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014
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Fig. 11. Hamming distance distributions of biological mutations (blocking wg, en
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bility of reaching a stationary state close to the wild-type pattern. 326

This is a definition for a dynamical robustness, considering dynam- 327

ical (or short time) variations. In a straightforward manner, we can 328

compute the structural (or topological) robustness by systemati- 329

cally modifying all logic functions defining the dynamical updates 330

(Section 4) and estimating P(H ≤ 4). 331

We compared measures of robustness in Fig. 12. Although they 332

probe different properties of the segment polarity network, their 333

values are strongly correlated. The only outlier is the network 334

where we add CIA -| hh. Inspection of Fig. 5 shows that this link 335

is a dead end in the evolution tree: CIA -| hh increases the dynam- 336

ical robustness, but no further link starting from this new model 337

can improve the stability. 338

The correlation of these two definitions of robustness is not obvi- 339

ous for any models of dynamical evolution applied on a network. 340

We think that Fig. 12 has this strong correlation property because 341

the models considered are close approximations to a biological 342

system that has evolved to accomplish a specific task robustly. 343

3. Conclusion 344

Using a discrete dynamical model by Albert et al., we assessed to 345

what extent the wild-type patterning in the segment polarity genes 346

is robust against fluctuations in gene expression. We found that a 347

few additions to the original model could lead to robust models 348

of essentially two types, those with added intra-cellular and those 349

with new inter-cellular interactions. 350

The comparison with mutant phenotypes favors the solution 351

with added intra-cellular connections. We thus invoked dynami- 352

cal considerations to propose a modified gene network with much 353

improved robustness performances, which held both in discrete 354

dynamical modeling as well as in models of ordinary differential 355

equations. 356

The segment polarity network being among the best-studied 357

genetic circuits, it naturally triggered interest from theoreticians. 358

Recently, an exhaustive search over network topologies for pat- 359

terned states showed that the experimentally mapped network 360

is among those showing the most robust gene expressions states 361
r hh) on the three different models: (1) wild-type model, (2) model with inter-
ells connection HH–|en and intra-cell connection CIA-|HH, (3) model with intra cell
onnections CIA-|EN and CIA → CIA. The central peak (around a Hamming distance
f 17) corresponds to a state with not segmentation (“no stripe” state, see Fig. 3).

he peak around d = 17 corresponds to the “no stripe” state. Fig. 11
hows that an enhanced model with inter-cell HH –| en link fails
o reproduce this “no stripe” state. Therefore, we believe that the
bserved mutant phenotypes exclude the left branch of the tree in
ig. 4 as it is not consistent with experimental data.

.6. Dynamical and Structural Robustness Are Interdependent

Biological systems are expected to exhibit robustness to fluc-
uations or parameter variations, but there it is not easy to give a
eneral definition of this concept (Kitano, 2007). Most robustness
tudies consider noisy variations on the dynamics, as it is done for
xample in the works on the same biological system, with ODE
von Dassow et al., 2000; Ingolia and Murray, 2004). Because most
ystems biology approaches based on simulating network mod-
ls separate the long time behavior (qualitative influence, mainly
Please cite this article in press as: Stoll, G., et al., Stabilizing patterning in the Drosophila segment polarity network by selecting models in silico.
BioSystems (2010), doi:10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014

ncoded in the genome) and short time behavior (detailed interac-
ion between molecules), we propose that robustness should both
e studied through topological and dynamical modifications, the

atter being more reminiscient of the short time properties. In the
resent work, the notion of robustness is formalized as the proba-

ig. 12. Dynamical vs. structural robustness for mutated models in silico. The dia-
ram represents the relation between dynamical and structural robustness, for
nhanced models by adding connections in silico (the notation is the same as in Fig.
). The dynamical robustness is given by P(H ≤ 4) (see Section 2) structural robust-
ess is the average dynamical robustness over all possible new connections. These
wo types of robustness seem quite correlated, excepted for one model (CIA-|hh) for
hich in silico evolution reaches a dead end: no new connections can improve the
ynamical robustness.

(Ma et al., 2006). Our systematic study showed that we can even 362

enhance the robustness properties by slight modifications to the 363

original models. 364

We have departed from the deterministic model by introducing 365

stochastic flips of gene activity states. Other studies have investi- 366

gated the effect of desynchronizing the discrete dynamical steps, 367

by introducing variability in the delays between gene interactions 368

(Chaves et al., 2005). For the model studied here the trajectory 369

leading to the patterning was stable against this type of variation. 370

More generally, our work exemplifies how a spatially patterned 371

gene expression state can be the result of a dynamical symmetry 372

breaking. In other words, although the network is identical in two 373

adjacent cells, the combined effect of inter- and intra-cellular links 374

on the dynamical evolution leads to stable patterns in which genes 375

are not expressed similarly in adjacent cells. Here, this was the 376

case for example for WG, EN and HH. Noticing that current models 377

had limited stability properties against fluctuations, we developed 378

a greedy search for modified networks and were able to modify 379

existing models by proposing new interactions that stabilize the 380

dynamical symmetry breaking process. 381

4. Methods 382

We start our analysis following the Boolean model of the segment polarity 383

network by Albert and Othmer (2003). This model describes both intra- and inter- 384

cellular interactions amongst 10 core genes in the network. To limit the number of 385

cells to the minimum the model describes one parasegment which contains four 386

adjacent cells repeated periodically (Fig. 1). The patterning is taken constant along 387

the dorsal-ventral axis and the model is therefore one-dimensional. The network of 388

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2010.07.014
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interacting genes is the same in each of the four cells and inter-cellular connections389

are restricted to direct neighbors, so that the model is invariant upon translations390

and reflections (swapping left and right). The genetic network model from Albert391

et al. is recapitulated in Fig. 4. In Albert and Othmer (2003), discrete time (synchro-392

nized) Boolean dynamics was applied to this model: the state of each node can only393

be active or inactive, and the states of all nodes at time t + 1 are obtained from the394

states at time t by applying logical and strictly deterministic update rules (Fig. 4,395

right panel) reflecting network connections. The pair rule patterning is fed into the396

network through the state of the SLP gene which is taken as static in this model: it397

is active (‘on’) in the first part of the parasegment and inactive (‘off’) in the second.398

Notice that some models of the segment polarity network take SLP as a dynamic399

node (Ingolia and Murray, 2004; Ma et al., 2006).400

With the given SLP pre-patterning, the modeled parasegment has two reflec-401

tion symmetry axes (Fig. 1). The output pattern returned after the SLP pattern is402

processed by the segment polarity network has less symmetry, even though the403

network model is entirely symmetric with respect to the two axes. For example, the404

engrailed pattern is 1, 0, 0, 0 in the four cells and lacks the axial symmetries. This405

is a typical case of dynamical symmetry breaking: because the network is identical406

in all four cells, this symmetry can only be broken dynamically when the segment407

polarity genes are activated. Loss of symmetry is accompanied with a multiplication408

of the possible stable patterns, e.g. for engrailed 0, 1, 0, 0 is an equally likely pattern,409

obtained from 1, 0, 0, 0 by the reflection about the two symmetry axes. In noisy410

simulations, the dynamics may stabilize one or the other state depending on initial411

conditions.412

In order to study the dynamical robustness of the symmetry breaking (see below413

for the exact definition), we simulated the model in the presence of noise: at each414

time step, the state of a node was allowed to either flip randomly with a fixed415

probability (node flipping probability: NFP) or to change according to the Boolean416

function in the model (see Stoll et al., 2006 for a detailed description of this type of417

noisy simulation). This time evolution generates an ergodic Markov process with a418

unique stationary state: the time average along a trajectory converges to a unique419

probability distribution. The consequence is that this asymptotic distribution does420

not depend on the initial state of the dynamics. We sampled the stationary states,421

using BNetDyn (http://www.vital-it.ch/Software/) (Stoll et al., 2006) by simulating422

200,000 time-steps with NFP = 0.005 on the Boolean network of Albert. We checked423

that small variations of NFP do not affect qualitatively the results shown below.424

The choice of 200,000 time-steps is necessary to reach convergence, i.e. quantities425

which are averaged on trajectories do not depend on the initial condition. With426

a smaller NFP, longer trajectories would be necessary. Nevertheless, our value for427

NFP is appropriate since the orbit from the initial condition as in Albert and Othmer428

(2003) to the wild-type pattern has a probability of 20% to occur unperturbed. Hence429

we are probing a regime where the network model strongly influences the dynamics.430

To evaluate how strongly a trajectory is attracted to the wild-type pattern, we431

estimate the dissimilarity between the stationary state and the wild-type pattern.432

Specifically, we measure their Hamming distance, namely the number of genes with433

different expression in the two patterns. Accordingly the set of all possible final434

states and their respective probabilities induces a distribution of Hamming dis-435

tances. Mathematically, suppose that S is a given Boolean state and R is the reference436

Boolean state (the wild-type pattern of segment polarity gene expression), then the437

Hamming distance is given by H(R, S) =
∑

i|Ri − Si|. Given a stationary state, i.e. a438

set of Boolean states B(j) with their respective probability pj , the Hamming distance439

distribution is given by the formula d(H) =
∑

j
pjıH,H(R,B(j) ) (where ı is the kronecker440

symbol).441

To validate the proposed interactions in a continuous model we adapted the442

ODE model in von Dassow et al. (2000) to our topology using the Java software443

(http://rusty.fhl.washington.edu/ingeneue/). The main modifications consisted in444

changing the topology to a one-dimensional chain of four cells with periodic bound-445

ary conditions, adding the constant SLP input, and implementing the proposed446

interactions. All modified files for the Ingeneue program (models, affectors and iter-447

ators) are provided at http://wiki.epfl.ch/naeflab/patterning. Every model was run448

at least 100,000 times to assess the percentage of correct patterns.449

The Boolean steps distribution was evaluated by a slight modification of BNet-450

Dyn. NFP was set at 0.005, sample was done on 5000 trajectories. We checked that451

the errors are beyond visualization precisions in Figs. 9 and 10, by varying the seed452

of the random numbers generator.453
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